
From BEBC to DELPHI

Some reminiscences and some 

physics highlights
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Pre-BEBC

1964-1972:  post-doc in Bristol (with 

Don Perkins) and CERN (Colin Ramm, 

Don Cundy) mostly on neutrino 
beams and on neutrino experiments 
in heavy liquid bubble chambers 
(Ramm’s 1.2m, Gargamelle)

1971: met George in CERN, who 
recruited me to RAL still thinking of 
ν expts, maybe in BEBC with a TST 
RAL was the “home” of the TST (Colin Fisher)

1973-1974: At RAL on K0 experiment 
(seeTrevor’s talk), finishing GGM work,  
designing the SPS WB ν beam, etc
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BEBC proposal

1974: The November J/Ψ Revolution :

bare charmed hadrons should be produced                                   

via νμ d → μ- c ( then c → s )

identifiable by single s-quark in final state

1975: Wrote BEBC+TST proposal using kinematic fits 

plus detection of neutrals in Neon to find charm,

George helped round up collaborators

1976: TST built and tested, expt approved as WA24, 

4-month sabbatical in FNAL (E180)
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Pro:  Interactions on free protons in hydrogen

Detect neutrals / identify electrons in Ne-H2 mix (Rel. rise?  Scint. light?)

Can compare H2 events and Ne events directly

Con: Much reduced event rate for neutrino beam

Track

Sensitive

Target

(TST)

inside 

BEBC
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BEBC surrounded by the EMI 5



Neutrino interaction in BEBC 

filled with heavy NeH2 mix 
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First data (WB test run)

1977: George learned WB test planned for April 

during weekend break in NB+Neon ν run

I proposed WA24 Collaboration take the data to check a rumoured 
excess of μe events seen elsewhere

Data taken with chamber hot, to get thin dense tracks 

(like in a TST) to maximise chance of seeing separate vertices 

Sadly, no excess and no clearly separate vertices (just 1 “maybe” kink)

Result given at Hamburg Lepton-Photon Conf in July 

(3-day run → 3 papers)
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Implications for TST run

of 17 µe events seen:

~0.4%  µe rate → ~3% 

charm rate, so maybe 

2% rate with p target

Charm flight paths 

unlikely to be visible
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George proposed  a companion experiment 

looking for prompt electrons from charm 

in 70 GeV/c π- interactions in the TST

Runs with TST in BEBC scheduled for first half of 1978

Horst Wachsmuth and I started a Neutrino Beam Users Group

aimed at determining the Wide Band Beam neutrino spectrum.

This led to expt NA20 to measure π± and K± production spectra

George started a much more general BEBC Users Group

and chaired it for its first ~3 years

And George organised a Neutrino Conference in Oxford 

for September 1978

Revving up!
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Second data (TST run)

1978: Data taken March → July, double-pulsing

with 70 GeV/c π - (George) or pbar (Jacques)            
both looking for prompt electrons from charm

Operation was “very delicate” :
• TST piping began to leak  (~2% of H-like events really on Ne,  needed 

over-pressure led to 77 mole-% Ne dropping to 68 mole-% Ne over time)

• Dirt accumulated on top of TST (masks, masks, and more masks … )

• GGM’s “Weinberg electrons” story (they proved not to be real)

But it was the most successful TST run ever 
(over 1 million pictures taken, neutrinos + hadrons)
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Physics highlight

Unique 3C-fit with a single 
s-quark (i.e. from c-decay !!)
in final state

νp→μ-Σc
+ π+

With Σc
+ → Λc

+ π0

And Λc
+ → π+ pK-

With M(Σc
+) = 2457±4 MeV

M(Λc
+) = 2290 ±3 MeV

ΔM =   168 ±3 MeV

Still within ~1-σ of PDG values
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Σc
+ was not seen again 

for 13 years
(then ~111 in CLEO2, now 660)

← the fathers of the TST!
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Same again, or different?

Nice result, but ……..
• a lot of hard work, and run always on edge of collapse

• no other candidates convincing enough to publish

• SPEAR and others beginning to clean up charm area

• would need high resolution optics in 5th camera port

• and would need to fix dirt problem first (but how?).

So, George → SLAC γp experiment (see Jim Brau’s talk)

self → QCD studies  (WA59) 
with neutrinos/antineutrinos into BEBC with simple NeH2 mix
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WA59 analysis in 3 phases
Phase 1,  WA59 alone

Improved measurement of ΛQCD inc. higher twist effects

At low Q2, weak current really does behave like a hadron:

---- coherent production, shadowing

Many studies of particle production etc etc

Phase 2, compare WA59 data with WA21 and WA25 data

Compare with H2 data (WA21) → structure fns, 

formation lengths, …

Compare with D2 data (WA25) → EMC effect    

Phase 3, combine all combinable data sets:

From 1988 all data shared with Russian ex-E180 groups (ITEP, IHEP) 
→  analyses with WA21 + WA25 + WA59 + E180 + E632 data

(BEC, diffractive F*, …. )
(and many interesting insights into Soviet Union and its collapse!)

10 day run, 33 papers 14



Highlight 1 from Phase 1: The WA59 structure functions

25k CC events, 4 times previous stats, small ΛQCD~100 MeV, 2-3 σ –ve HT 
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1 percent of CC events are coherent production off Neon nucleus

Highlight 2 from Phase 1: The inclusive ooherent production signal
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COLLEPS
“Collaboration for LEP Studies”

One day in summer 1980 I met Ugo in CERN more or less by chance

(we knew each other from BEBC and CHARM and an ep study group)

“Why not join our LEP study group?” said he.

I discussed with George, we discussed with the group 

“LEP will be only game in town in 10 years, so why not?” 

So we did. 

In summer/autumn 1981, COLLEPS morphed into DELPHI 
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Letter of Intent Jan 1982, Technical Report mid 1983, 

approved as the “very ambitious” LEP experiment 

DELPHI

“Risky” items:

SC magnet

TPC

HPC

Barrel RICH

Fwd RICH
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Soon after the Letter of Intent, I largely 

went back to neutrinos for ~5 years 

(including joining WA66)

But George remained very involved in 

DELPHI, leading RAL and UK groups 

and being a founder-member of  DEC, 

DELPHI’s 8-man Executive Committee, 

& Chairman of the Collaboration Board   
(see Ugo’s talk).

1986: John Thresher went to CERN as 

Research Director, George agreed to 

“keep his seat warm” for 3 years, I did 

the same for George 

When John eventually returned in 1992 

he declined to retake his seat, and so 

George ~reluctantly became full time 

PPD leader
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DELPHI
We discussed what our bubble chamber group should do in DELPHI

Strong on software skills → online and offline software 

was a massive effort for the whole of the next (nearly) 20 years

Mike regained an interest in hardware  → he and Bob Ely worked with PAG

on design parameters and construction of the HPC (“a lead-filled TPC”)

Their ideas were in the Technical Proposal but weren’t finally adopted

George was enthused by the physics potential of the Micro-vertex detector 
which had been proposed by Weilhammer’s group 

(and was already in the Technical Proposal)

Mike too, so Mike became our silicon expert working initially with Micron 

and later went out to CERN and became Project Leader 

(and the rest is history … )
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From the 

Technical 

Proposal

Reality:
2-layer at start of 1990

3-layer at start of 1991

with smaller beam-pipe,

Z read-out throughout 

added at start of 1994

with double-sided     

detectors 21



Such a good idea that all 4 LEP experiments 

had vertex detectors by 1994 :
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Delphi’s  for LEP2 Higgs search, installed in 1997, with pixelled end-

caps, was really (for its time) quite an impressive monster :
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Physics Highlights?

Too many to describe them all

For example:

• B0
s     Λb    Ξb   observations & lifetimes, b,τ lifetime,

B0
d  oscillations (and nearly B0s oscillations), etc

• Very many QCD studies

• etc etc

But my choice:  precise Standard Model tests
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Hadronic b-bbar fraction Rb

Purely from b-tag

Early Rb measts showed

b ≠ iso-singlet so t exists

LEP’s best predictor of mt
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Forward-backward b-bbar asymmetry

With mW

LEP’s  best

measure of

Sin2θw

and hence

in SM 

of mH too

once mt

Is known

~ half from b-tag + jet-charge

~ half from high-pt leptons
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EWWG2

The successful predictions of the

top mass (red boxes) and Higgs mass (green box)

seem to me to confirm the Standard Model 

quite astonishingly!

Cf Global PDG fit  (includes e.g. gµ-2 ) :       

mt = 177.0±2.1 GeV

mH = 89 +22
-18 GeV
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We didn’t find the Higgs
But only because LEP’s energy fell 5% short

If LHC had (most unfortunately) not been approved 

and resources had therefore been applied instead 

to maximising LEP’s energy for the Higgs search

there was room for 80-100 more SC RF cavities

needing more cooling but no expensive civil engineering

Bill would this afternoon have been talking about 

the Higgs discovery at LEP circa 2003

60 more cavities would have done it

And LEP3 would probably now be running 

as a Higgs factory
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Can’t not mention

The “Grand Desert” 

& the SUSY scale
A TopTen HEP paper for many years!

Strong, weak and EM couplings no 

longer unified in Standard Model, 

but could unify with SUSY

In 1990:  MSUSY = 10 (3.0 ± 1.0) GeV

But now the PDG says all the inputs 

(MZ, Sin2θW, αs) are all 

at least ×10 better known! 
So are there now very tight 

constraints on SUSY models??
Amaldi, De Boer, Furstenau!
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PDG:      αs= 0.1185   ± 0.0006

sin2θW= 0.23126 ± 0.00005

m0= 350 MeV

m½= 500 MeV

Tan β = 50

MSUSY comes out too high & precise for general comfort!
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now Nν= 2.9842 ± 0.0082 (EWWG fit)

or         2.990  ± 0.007  (PDG global fit, Erler & Freitas)

Only 3 light neutrinos:
A major discovery made jointly 

by the 4 LEP collaborations 

within weeks of start-up

And can’t not mention this:
Latest EWWG version
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Proof of triple-gluon coupling, 
the reason why the strong coupling runs

from confinement to asymptotic freedom

from structure of 4-jet events

And not this either:

1990
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That’s all folks!

Just one more thing to add …..
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Happy Birthday, George
And thanks for everything!
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Errata/Addenda

SLIDE 3: In fact the TST proposal was received by the SPSC on 20/11/74 and its writing over 

the preceding year owed nothing to the “November revolution” (the joint announcement of 

the J/ψ discovery was on 11/11/74). It was based purely on Gargamelle’s 1973 discovery

of Neutral Currents (NC), despite the well-known absence of Flavour Changing Neutral 

Currents (FCNC) in K decays etc, and the proposed GIM mechanism cancelling FCNC 

with diagrams involving new charmed quarks of mass not far above existing limits.

SLIDES 29-30: As shown in slide 30, the order-of-magnitude improvement in the precision of 

the inputs (the most important one, in αs, remarkably coming not from experiment but from lattice 

gauge theory) naively implies such a high and precise MSUSY value that SUSY would very 

likely not be seen at LHC in either Run 1 or Run 2 and would not provide a natural solution 

to the hierarchy problem. The calculation shown (De Boer and Sander, 2004) assumes 

point-like gauge coupling unification, which corresponds to a degenerate mass spectrum at 

the GUT-scale, so in principle this conclusion could be avoided by widely separating the 

GUT scale masses. But, as Bagger, Matchev and Pierce (1995) found, the particles whose 

mass should be reduced mediate nucleon decay, so this solution is forbidden. Instead they 

proposed replacing minimal SUSY SU(5) at the GUT scale by an extension, the missing 

doublet model, thus reducing the predicted αs for fixed other inputs by ≈ 4% or ≈0.005. 

Unfortunately, the proximity of the GUT scale to the Planck scale leads to an uncertainty 

in the predicted αs proportional to MGUT/MPlanck, due to unknown gravitationally-induced 

non-renormalisable operators (NRO’s); for a SUSY GUT, it could be as high as ±0.006 

(Langacker and Polonsky,1993,1995) but it could also be much smaller in some models. 

More theoretical work was needed because, while this ±0.006 estimate remained the best 

available, one could not significantly improve on the uncertainties of the 1990-91 analysis.

WV 21/9/15
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